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The late and legendary Leonard Koppett of The New York Times wrote in his memoir “The Rise and Fall of 
the Press Box” that the press box was a “special place where millions of Americans of all ages and all 
segments of society yearned to be.”

Koppett was referring to the 1950s, but apparently his comment holds true today.

SportsBusiness Journal’s June 19 article about bloggers and their demands on today’s press box brought 
to light an issue that has confronted, and will continue to confront, sport media relations professionals. 
The relationship among sport organizations, fans, athletes and media has forever been altered by the Web 
and blogging in particular. 

In the traditional sense of the word, blogs are not journalistic. But in today’s world of instant news and 
mass media, blogs compete with traditional journalistic outlets for the time of the consumer. 

How does a sport organization make decisions about what constitutes a legitimate member of the media? 
Is baseball news published at thehardballtimes.com inferior to Peter Gammons’ Web-only blog on ESPN.
com? Gammons gets a media credential, but the writers at The Hardball Times probably do not.

The answer to these questions lies in the importance of an organization having a well-defined, and 
publicized, media policy regarding Internet journalists. While working as director of venue press services 
and facilities for the 2002 Olympic Winter Games in Salt Lake City, we addressed this issue. Our 
conclusions were not unlike Major League Baseball’s policy, with two exceptions. We did not require Web 
sites to be part of a national agency, and we did not place a minimum on the full-time employees. 

Web sites interested in accreditation for the Olympic Games were required to answer a series of basic 
questions about their site including the number of unique visitors and the amount of original content. 

Organizations should set a minimum threshold in their blogger policy that stipulates the number of unique 
visitors over a given time period. This eliminates the fan who writes a blog that is read only by his or her 
immediate family from receiving credentials.

The requirement for original content should not be too hard for a blogger site to accommodate, since the 
nature of a blog is original content. At the time we were considering “Internet-only” journalists, sites such 
as Yahoo! Sports were merely a repository for Associated Press and Reuters stories. SportsBusiness 
Journal featured Yahoo! Sports and other similar sites in its June 12 issue. A common theme for those 
sites was a push toward developing original content.

Blogs are often critical of organizations, but so are the newspaper columnists. Sport organizations need to 
be smart enough to recognize that the attention given to them by the media, and by blogs, is essentially 
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free promotion. It is ridiculous to think that coverage should be sanitized or that they can reach their 
consumers only through traditional media outlets.

Brian McIntyre and the NBA have the right attitude, which is to embrace blogs as a way of spreading their 
brand and as a part of their overall public relations efforts. Organizations are quick to reward fan loyalty 
with reward systems but do not recognize that blogs can heighten fan identification and loyalty just as 
much. 

How else can you explain 10,000 visitors a day to athleticsnation.com? That’s only 5,000 fewer people 
than watched in person as the A’s beat the Mariners on June 13.

Steve Dittmore is a sport administration instructor at the University of Louisville and co-author of “Sport 
Public Relations: Managing Organizational Communication” (2006, Human Kinetics).
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